Global Citizenship Program
Virtual Global Volunteer Ideas & Opportunities

**Basic Spanish with the Louisville Free Public Library**
**Tuesdays from 2:00 PM - 03:00 PM**
Learn basic Spanish in a virtual classroom setting through activities, worksheets, and songs. Ideal for beginners with little to no knowledge of the Spanish language. This 9-week course is free, but registration is required; email Alecia.Fuller@lfpl.org.

**Virtual Volunteering at Kentucky Refugee Ministries**
KRM has started a virtual volunteering program called Welcome Home. You could do this individually or as a family. More info here:
[https://kyrm.org/welcome-from-home/](https://kyrm.org/welcome-from-home/)
You can sign up for the virtual volunteer orientation to learn more
[https://kyrm.org/volunteer-orientation-registration/](https://kyrm.org/volunteer-orientation-registration/)

**Transcribe TEDx Talks**
Monolingual volunteers can help spread the ideas in TEDx talks by transcribing them. This is a great way to learn more about a global topic by creating subtitles.
[https://www.ted.com/participate/translate/transcribe](https://www.ted.com/participate/translate/transcribe)

**Missing Maps**
This website aims to map the most vulnerable places in the developing world, in order that international and local NGOs and individuals can use the maps and data to better respond to crises affecting the areas. No experience is necessary and it's easy to start.
[https://www.missingmaps.org/learn/](https://www.missingmaps.org/learn/)

**Projects on Zooniverse**
The Zooniverse is the world's largest and most popular platform for people-powered research. This research is made possible by volunteers — more than a million people around the world who come together to assist professional researchers. You don’t need any specialized background, training, or expertise to participate in any Zooniverse projects. We make it easy for anyone to contribute to real academic research, on their own computer, at their own convenience. You'll be able to study authentic objects of interest gathered by researchers, like images of faraway galaxies, historical records, and diaries, or videos of animals in their natural habitats. By answering simple questions about them, you'll help contribute to our understanding of our world, our history, our Universe, and more.
World Architecture Unlocked: Transcribe one of the most comprehensive and mysterious collections of architectural photography in the world
https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/courtaulddigital/world-architecture-unlocked

Scribes of the Cairo Geniza: Welcome to Scribes of the Cairo Geniza, your chance to work with others to unlock the secrets of one of the greatest archives of the middle ages. Hidden for centuries in an attic in Cairo, over 300,000 fragments of pre-modern and medieval Jewish texts—from everyday receipts to biblical works—have yet to be fully deciphered.
The first step of the project is to sort the fragments by script type and level of difficulty.
https://www.scribesofthecairogeniza.org/

Every Name Counts: The National Socialists (Nazis) persecuted and murdered millions of people. Help us enter the names of those who suffered and died in the largest online archive on Nazi persecution.
https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/cseidenstuecker/every-name-counts

Virtual PenPals
Etudiants du Monde is a French non-profit association, whose aim and ambition is to open the doors of the world's cultures to young people. If you are a schoolboy, a schoolgirl, a student, or just a fan of world cultures, then our association can propose you pen-friends who are the same age as you, in the countries of your choice. Then, you will be able to discover new cultures, exchange ideas, stamps, postcards, improve your knowledge of a foreign language, and why not decide later to travel there? But above all, you will enjoy having friends in various parts of the world. Their site is SUPER OLD SCHOOL, but they've been around forever and are safe.
http://www студентsoftheworld.info/menu_penpals.php?AC=2
PenPal Schools is also another great site. https://www.penpalschools.com/